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montana son of a skilled surgeon who had expected his son to follow his example wells opted for more production h g 
wellss original novel tells the story of a martian invasion of earth the novel was adapted by howard e koch for the 17th 
episode of the cbs radio The Ghost War (A John Wells Novel): 
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5 of 5 review helpful John Wells 2 excellent By Phil not in Magnolia Returning to a more normal life after saving the 
world or at least New York City see book 1 The Faithful Spy John Wells finds himself famous living with his former 
CIA handler and now girlfriend and incredibly bored After all it s only natural that someone who spent several years 
living with Al Qaeda jihadists in Afghanistan would have a ha CIA operative John Wells is in a running battle with an 
enemy that may have already won the war From Publishers Weekly Having foiled an al Qaeda plot targeting Times 
Square in 2006 s The Faithful Spy which won an Edgar Award for best first novel maverick CIA agent John Wells 
confronts a very different threat in this pulse pounding sequel from 
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